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A reinterpretation of classic game with latest game modes!
Up to 10 people can meet online and battle it out.
Fast pace action and interesting enhance system.

Support both Game pad and Keyboard.
New modes, map, tanks are coming!

Single Battle Mode.
Join! Battle everyone, be a sole survivor!

Duo Battle Mode.
Join with friend! Battle other teams! Revive each other!

Collect and Unlock
Use gold from the game to unlock different parts to decorate!

Now let the tank battle begins!

Contact Us

Via Email: support_tank@bsscamp.com
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Title: Tank Royale
Genre: Action, Casual, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
BSS company
Publisher:
BSS company
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Graphics 540

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Just play the web version.. Consider it as a required element of the game. If you buy it, you will not need to play another weapon
ever again.
You ask why? Because it is the RIPPER!. who makes this crap ?. If you enjoy platformers at all, please do not be scared away
by the graphics.
I initially played for a very short period of time and felt like the game was as simple as the graphics; it was an ok game that I
didn't care that much about.

I went back to the game after I read about the switch port on IGN, and am I ever glad I did. This is a GREAT platformer with a
ton of content, and AMAZING variation of level mechanics. There are so many levels to master and free updates that include
even more content. Even the scenes in between levels are interesting and enjoyable, with some pretty funny (but subtle)
references and jokes.

All in all it is actually my favorite meatboy-like since, well, Super Meatboy. Great game!. Not what i expected... Hard to
understand missions and boring as f***
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im no good at reviews, but i do recommend this game. Very cool story based game.. Giving a review now as I suspect the game
may not change a lot other than the music in each region.

Its a fun Match 3 gmae with useable clearing power mechanics and added row clearing, bombs, multi color match whirlwinds,
which are awarded on completion of levels. So far I am on level 40 which i belive is the 2nd or 3rd area, fun little cutscenes
between areas to progress the story. Definitely some difficulty in getting 3 stars per instance which is calculated with score and
turns left over.

Your basically trying to get across the board and save the spritelings, two charcters to select from one male, one female. You can
also change their outfits for vanity sake. Also some challenges in higher levels to kill imps or find the correct keys to unlock the
cages. The game comes nice little option to hear all the music in the game under the bonus content which has avatars to
download and wallpapers to play with.

There also appears to be a level selection of expert levels once you complete the game on normal or easy I believe, I am only at
level 40 right now :)

There are a lot of the same match 3 mechanics you find in all the Mobile match 3 products so no real suprises but the game is
graphically beautiful with a Fullscreen option. Also the art is very well done and easy on the eyes. For the 3 or 4 hours I have
spent playing so far it definitely is enjoyable and will have you replaying levels over an over to get those 3 stars.

It has Steam trading cards but not Steam achievements, seems like something that may get added, but there are plenty of in-
game achievements to be collected.

Download the Demo and give it a try, it definitely helped me decide to purchase.

The price may seem a little high to some but unlike its mobile brothers and sisters this is a complete game with no in game
transactions, also its seems like I will easily get 10-15 hours of gameplay depending on how many times i replay levels or when i
decide to take on the expert levels.. So i bought this about 4 months ago... I see that somewhere an english version has surfaced
as well as a demo for said english version... so where is this version for steam? Was it not supposed to be released in 2017?. This
game is boring, since the same "match in spite of ufo interference" doesn't really change or get harder until level 9, when it
cheats, locking away what you need to match in a safe that you can't open until 3 keys drop, and then you're out of time. Screw
this.. SBBP is a game that doesn't even try to get out of the "f2p zone", speaking of quality.
This game has "Very Positive" reviews only because it's free (thank god) but it seems like the developer made this game while
learning one of those very simple engines like Game Maker or something similar.

Let's make a "bad feature list" for this game:

Only four enemies (excluding bosses)

2 bosses and 4 boss-fights: 2 encounters are just copy-pasted with the bosses' life increased

Animations and the graphic of the projectiles (those big white rectangles)

Troll level 10

Dull graphic style

30 fps lock
Only downloaded (and completed) this game for the achievements. I know it's a f2p game, but the quality level, here, is
very low.. The mechanics feel broke and the way everythings turns towards you is nausiating.. I bought it cause it was
nostlagic. I remember this game being alot more fun. I don't really like the labor of old school IBM command menus
these days.
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If you want to experience the labor of gaming in nineteen dictcy two, this is for you, if not, this game sucks. There is no
realy explainable story arch to help you understand exactly what you are doing.

It sucks to realize that 20+ years later that this game just sucks, and it only kept us going by employing lots of clicking.
Save yourself the headache of a game with almost zero story line.
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